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Abstract
Depending on the characteristics of the distribution function, we find that a new mode conversion

and instabilities are present for right circularly polarized waves (RCP) due to chiral effect. From the
dispersion relations and considering that the chirowave magnetic field may be important when the
condition of velocity isotropy is dropped, we find that growing modes (instabilities) can occur at
resonance and for frequencies below the electron gyrofrequency. We study, in this paper, the convective
instability of RCP waves in a two-component bi-Lorentzian chiroplasma which can model the solar wind
particle distributions.
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1. Introduction
Chirality is a geometrical notion which refers to the

lack of symmetry of an object. A chiral media when
interacting with an electromagnetic wave can rotate the
plane of polarization of the wave to the right or to the
left depending on the handedness of the media.

The control of the degree of chirality is one of the
main problems concerning chiral media, which can be

solved if the medium is anisotropic. This fact renders

the plasma an attractive medium, because it is an

anisotropic medium due to the presence of the biasing
magnetic field [1,2]. For right circularly polarized
waves, (RCP), depending on the characteristics of the
distribution function, instabilities are found due to the
chiral effect. From the dispersion relation and
considering that the chirowave magnetic field may be
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important when the condition of velocity isotropy is
dropped, we find that growing modes (instabilities) can

occur at resonance and for wave frequencies below the

electron gyrofrequency. This is important to explain the
measured electron data in the solar wind which can be

represented by two components: a core component
(nearly Maxwellian) and a halo component which is less

Maxwellian in nature so a Kappa distribution may be

used to model the solar wind particle. In this paper we
study the stability of right circularly polarized
electromagnetic waves propagating parallel to the
magnetic field in a two component electron plasma,
using a bi-Lorentzian distribution: a hot component,
which exhibits a temperature anisotropy while the other
is temperature isotropic with chiral effect.
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2. Dispersion Relation and Discussion
Here, a chiroplasma consists of chiral objects

embedded in a magnetically biased plasma. Chiral
plasma or handed media displays an intrinsic asymmetry

with respect to the distinction between left and right. On

the level of constitutive relations, this is visible in the

magneto-electric coupling B, which contains the degree

of chirality. For the proposed constitutive relations,

following [2], we have that the transverse waves can be

described by:

F=A+ BYxA,B-vx F,E---++, (t)cdt

E = €-t (D+ FY x D), B= lt(H + BV x H), Q)

in which the vector potentials A, F satisfies V'F = 0 =
V.A and the wave equation is

Vxvxr*1 Y=*rj+BYx11. (3)
c, dt. (

If 3 is the conductivity tensor operator of the medium

under consideration, and after Fourier analysis in time,

we have

VxVx F-@)2 tc,;rtpy.F=0, (4)

with the dielectric tensor

rtpy=i -qr03 + Bx?lroyytia.. (5)

For high-frequency waves and propagation along the

magnetic field, we have to consider two circularly
polarized transverse wave (E normal to the direction e),

expressing ,[ in terms of E as
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an isotropic equilibrium distribution function the last

equation reveals that for k* rcal, (o has an negative

imaginary part at the resonance, o)la" = 1, between the

electrons and the RCP wave, leading to a temporal

damping of the wave amplitude. However, depending on

the characteristics of the distribution function, resonance

can also lead to instabilities (which are associated with a

positive imaginary part of ro(k)).

If we consider a simple anisotropic equilibrium
distribution function which represents a cold electrons in

the parallel z direction, but with a Maxwellian velocity

distribution function in the plane normal to Bs, it is a
simple matter to verify that, for large values of ki. the

wave frequency ro becomes complex. Thus in the limit
k2* -+ *, but ft*p < l, the denominator of the last

equation vanishes and the second degree equation in al

gives [3]

, ia,(l +krP11krT"/ *")t''a=o)ct?, (8)

which shows that growing modes (instabilities) can

occur for @, = a".
For a two component bi-Lorentzian plasma where

the chiral effect is in the cold component, nch, we have

the dispersion relation as c2kl = o)2 + D6o, + D"6, where

Dnr=af;n!
K+

I k. v^ A ( 2.-tv. t lu^t vlIrt_ ,,? )/ ^." ".../t+ . 
)a '\ oon tcoi,.lr

,\ |

. ys(rc+;) t Ak,l
t_- - ,_ (D l,K'9in I 

'tl
and

D.n=43"r,(l+krA)a-k

- v"h I e"h)

(t + k$)Jt =$ {r' - k"c,) nr.

In cylindrical coordinates we have [3]

k2*c2 =a)2 -(t +krg)?i s , 
ta- tt'ttl

' fl" J, O)- k*vr| A,

(6)

r t2 ); K+ vi
- ),fod3v,

a.)-
a) k. v.,

--;) 0,n

l(,,Ir
\-

(a-k+v|+

where ft* is the wave numbers of a circularly polarized

wave which drives electrons in the direction of their

cyclotron motion, i.e., a right-hand circularly polarized

wave (RCP) and ft corresponds to a left-hand circularly
polarized wave (LCP).

For cold chiroplasma we have no instabilities in the

right-hand circularly pol:rized wave (RCP) [2]. Now, by

considering the temperature effect, we can find that for

1 t *('' - Y'n 
)';*

K9in

where v, = T, A = (l - # ,. u.n is the drift velocity

of the cold ihiral compoirent and t = f . rnis

(v- - %n Xtr-;)

)l
*')in
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dispersion relation has, in general, complex solutions.

We study the case of convective instability keeping at

real and fixed. This approach can be useful to model

plasma distributions with high energy tails. The chiral

effect also enhance the growth of plasma waves,

especially when the phase velocity of the RCP wave is

large compared to the thermal bulk velocity or the drift
velocity of the plasma. Such conditions commonly occur

in space, in magnetospheric plasmas, and in solar wind.

The chiral effect can enhance the temperature anisotropy

of the hot species as source of the instability. However,

this is restricted to wave frequencies below the

gyrofrequency.
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Fig. 1 Dispersion relation for various values of the
parameter f (= 0) when the direction of the wave
propagation is parallel to the magnetic field. The
dotted and solid lines correspond to the right and
left circularly polarized waves, respectively [8].
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As an example, we consider the typical parameters

of the solar wind [4] (Bo= 7.3 T, 9nn=0.52.106 K. 911.r,

- 0.6 01h, n"ylns= 4.0), and TrlT,= 2.5, for a Kappa

distribution with a low spectral index r= k*c/ro= 4, and

k*F = 0.3 and € = 0. Then, the range where the wave is

fully unstable ( : < 0, for 0 3 alas< 0.3) is similar to
the ranse for a Maxwellian distribution with same

puru-",1.. except k*B = 0.5. For r = 4, e= 5, v"l = 0.9

cm's-r, * = tO, we have that the growth rate of the

waves increases dramatically. For given values of the

drift velocity and k,B, the instability increases with
increasing €. As K increases the wave growth drops

sharply. This results is in agreement with the complex rrl

case dealt with by Thorne and Summers [5].
Taking the limit 0 + 0, the frequency normalized

to the plasma frequency, (Dlcae, the wave number
normalized to kv Hkr, (kp = ap/c). and yJ 

= 0.1, and the

ratio between the gyrofrequency and plasma frequency

taken to be 0.5, then the B parameter modifies the

typical plot of al(ft) shown by Krall and Trivelpiece [6]
and it permits that the waves propagate in a region of
frequencies that is forbidden in the case B - 0. Also the

reflection points of the RCP and LCP are shifted [7].
Here the effect caused by the presence of the parameter

B is the conversion of modes. In the Figure 1 [8] for ft*F

= 0.5 = k-B,we can also observe that there is a region

where both RCP and LCP propagate and for klke - 0.3

we have a mode conversion from RCP to LCP wave.
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